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MRC EMAIL ALERT NO 61  - October 22 

 

12 DAYS TO THE US ELECTIONS.  – PRAY!  PRAY! 

MANY AMERICANS ARE NOW PLANNING TO “GET OUT,” AHEAD OF 
ELECTION DAY, AS AUTHORITIES BRACE FOR CHAOS IN THE STREETS. 

OCT 18.  2020   Speaking to people in America, Michael Snyder asks:  

“Will you be safe where you currently are if the election results cause chaos 

to erupt in the streets of our major cities?  A lot of Americans are becoming 

deeply concerned about their personal safety as we approach November 
3rd, because they can see what is coming.  It is going to take a lot of extra 

time to count all of the votes because tens of millions of Americans are 

voting by mail this time around, and both sides have recruited armies of 

lawyers, and are prepared to contest the results of the election to the bitter 
end.  

“No matter who ends up being declared the winner when it is all over, there 
will be millions upon millions of very angry voters out there that are likely 

to feel as though the election was stolen from them, and that is a recipe for 

widespread societal unrest.  

“I truly wish that we could go back and do things differently so that we 

would not be facing this sort of scenario, but it is too late for that now.  
More than 27 million Americans have already voted, and more are voting 

every day.  Any attempts to fix the process will have to wait for future 

elections; and without a doubt it definitely needs to be fixed. 

“I am writing about the possibility of violence after a U.S. presidential 

election, but this is where we are at as a society. In fact, there is violence in 
the streets right now. And this should break all of our hearts, because 

violence is not going to solve anything. Unfortunately, an increasing 

number of people are not listening to voices of reason, and we are seeing 
anger and frustration rise to levels that we have never seen before. 

“A recent survey found that 55% of all registered voters expect a rise in 
violence following the election. They said they thought violence would 

increase in the U.S. following the Nov. 3 presidential election. 

As Election Day draws near, many Americans have decided that “getting 

out” is the best thing to do.  For example, one 31-year-old New York 

resident is going to stay with her parents on Election day because she 
believes “the city will be on fire” if Trump wins… 

The resident Andrea, 31, also decided to pack up before Nov. 3. “I went to 
my parents in New Jersey for about two weeks when the BLM protests got 

bad, and the looting started. So I definitely want to get out of here before 
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the election,” she said. “I’m thinking, if Trump wins, it’s going to be a 

disaster — the city will be on fire. People are going to go nuts.” 

Another woman, aged 42-years,  is planning to spend Election Day out of 

the city because she is concerned that “protesters will try and burn down 
Trump Tower”… 

The Trump supporter, who is mailing in her ballot, plans to open up her 
doors to others looking to escape. “I told my friends that whoever wanted to 

get out of the city was welcome here. One friend who lives in Washington 

Heights is going to vote in the morning [on Nov. 3] and come straight up to 
the beach,” she said. “My mother thinks that whether [Trump] wins or 

loses, protesters will try and burn down Trump Tower.” 

Law enforcement authorities all over the nation are also deeply concerned 
about the potential for violence. In New Jersey, officials have warned that 

we could potentially see “civil unrest resulting in riots, violent acts, and 

fatalities”… 

“Election result delays and recounts could result in protests and attempts to 

occupy election offices,” officials with the New Jersey Department of 
Homeland Security and Preparedness warned in a threat assessment issued 

in late September. 

“Incidents of civil unrest resulting in riots, violent acts, and fatalities will 

converge with election uncertainty, producing confrontations between 
protesters and counter-demonstrators challenging election outcomes,” it 

noted. 

In New York, residents were rattled by a leaked NYPD memo that warned 

of violent protests from October 25th through the early portion of 2021. 

New Yorkers are on edge after a leaked NYPD memo, obtained by The Post, 

revealed that police are preparing for protests to begin as early as Oct. 25, 

and to grow in intensity through next year. The department decreed officers 

should “be prepared for deployment,” adding: “This November 3rd will be 
one of the most highly contested presidential elections in the modern era. 

There is also a strong likelihood that the winner of the presidential election 

may not be decided for several weeks.” 

We all remember the rioting that we witnessed earlier this year, and many 

believe that what is ahead could be far, far worse. In 2020, gun sales have 
soared to levels that we have never seen before, and many Americans find 
themselves purchasing guns for the very first time.   

One of those first time buyers is a 44-year-old single mother of three 
daughters, bought a shotgun in May for their protection, and  she has joined 

a new and fast-growing local gun club to learn how to shoot. 
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According to Reuters, a “potentially contested election that many fear could 

spark violence” played a role in her decision to purchase a firearm. 

If you could go back 50 years ago and tell Americans what conditions 

would be like in 2020, most of them would not believe you. 

Our society is now literally melting down right in front of our eyes, and I 

don’t think that anyone is going to be able to stop it from happening. 

Of course this election will come and go, but the social instability that we 

are witnessing will remain, and at this point everyone should be able to see 

that America is heading into a very dark future.   Michael Snyder 
concludes: 

“Plan for the worst”: Law enforcement authorities all over America are 
bracing for massive election riots. Anger and hatred have been building up 

in our country for years, and it appears that we are about to reach a 
crescendo. 

It looks like it is going to be a very pivotal time in our history, and the more 
bitterly the election results are contested the worse the chaos is likely to be.” 

An increasing number of Americans are convinced that things in this nation 
will soon take a very chaotic turn.  In fact, one recent poll found that 61 

percent of Americans believe that we are heading toward another civil 

war… 

 61 percent of survey takers believe America is nearing a second civil war. 

 

UN BECOMES A NEW KING HEROD 

United Nations Combining The World’s Largest Abortion Providers To 

Create A Unified Global Network To Slaughter Children As A ‘Human 

Right’  

The U.N. made the announcement on September 29 to commemorate so-

called International Safe Abortion Day, with the stated goal of addressing 

“unsafe abortion” in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The partnership, headed by the WHO Department of Sexual and 

Reproductive Health and Research, will bring together U.N. entities with 
the world’s largest abortion providers, including the International Planned 

Parenthood Federation, Ipas, and Marie Stopes International, to promote 

“comprehensive abortion care,” including access to self-administered 

telemedicine abortion, as an essential service and a “human right.”  

https://www.reuters.com/article/domesticNews/idUSKBN2701G1?il=0
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UNITED NATIONS FORCED TO ADMIT THAT BILL GATES FUNDED VACCINE 
IS ACTUALLY CAUSING POLIO OUTBREAKS IN PLACES LIKE AFRICA 

WHERE IT HAD BEEN ERADICATED  

United Nations forced to admit that a vaccine funded by Bill Gates has 
reintroduced polio in Africa where it had been eradicated.    

       -  By Geoffrey Grider, Florida.   Sept. 7, 2020  

POPE FRANCIS PREACHING SOCIALISM:                                     
“ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS HAVE A RIGHT TO THE LANDS,                      

GOODS AND SERVICES   OF ALL NATIONS THEY ENTER INTO.” 

Pope Francis in Fratelli Tutti has proposed “a different way of 

understanding relations and exchanges between countries” that minimizes 
the idea of citizenship in a particular nation and emphasizes the common 

humanity of all people. 

The question is not is Pope Francis a Socialist, the real question is he also a 

Marxist? Because the Jesuit pope from Argentina talks like a card-carrying 
commie, saying that illegal immigrants have the right to enter any country 

they choose, and take whatever resources they need, free of charge. Fratelli 

Tutti. Are you kidding me? But no, sadly, he is not kidding. 

"And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE 

GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE 

EARTH. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with 

the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great 
admiration."  (Revelation 17:5-6) 

POPE FRANCIS: 

‘EACH COUNTRY ALSO BELONGS TO THE FOREIGNER’ 

FROM BREITBART NEWS: In a new encyclical letter titled Fratelli 

Tutti (Brothers All), the pope asserts that the common destination of the 

earth’s goods “requires that this principle also be applied to nations, their 

territories and their resources.” 

“Seen from the standpoint not only of the legitimacy of private property and 

the rights of its citizens, but also of the first principle of the common 
destination of goods,” the pontiff writes, “we can then say that each country 

also belongs to the foreigner, inasmuch as a territory’s goods must not be 

denied to a needy person coming from elsewhere.” 

“If every human being possesses an inalienable dignity, if all people are my 

brothers and sisters, and if the world truly belongs to everyone,” he writes, 
“then it matters little whether my neighbour was born in my country or 

elsewhere.” 

“My own country also shares responsibility for his or her development, 

although it can fulfil that responsibility in a variety of ways,” he adds. “It 
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can offer a generous welcome to those in urgent need, or work to improve 

living conditions in their native lands by refusing to exploit those countries 
or to drain them of natural resources, backing corrupt systems that hinder 

the dignified development of their peoples.” 

Justice among nations, the pontiff suggests, requires assistance to satisfy 
the “right to progress” of peoples outside one’s own country, and perhaps 

even the pardoning of international debt. 

POPE FRANCIS CALLS FOR GIVING UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION   
‘REAL TEETH’ TO CONTROL THE ENTIRE WORLD. 

OCT 5, 2020.  FROM BREITBART NEWS: “The twenty-first century is 

witnessing a weakening of the power of nation states, chiefly because the 

economic and financial sectors, being transnational, tend to prevail over the 

political,” the pope writes in the encyclical letter Fratelli Tutti (Brothers All), 
released on Sunday. 

“Given this situation, it is essential to devise stronger and more efficiently 

organized international institutions, with functionaries who are appointed fairly 

by agreement among national governments, and empowered to impose 

sanctions,” the pope advises in the 43,000-word text. 

“When we talk about the possibility of some form of world authority regulated 

by law, we need not necessarily think of a personal authority,” the pontiff asserts. 

“Still, such an authority ought at least to promote more effective world 

organizations, equipped with the power to provide for the global common good, 

the elimination of hunger and poverty and the sure defence of fundamental 
human rights.” 

Among the possible candidates for such a role, the pope turns his attention to the 

United Nations Organization, with which he enjoys close ties. 

“In this regard, I would also note the need for a reform of the United Nations 

Organization, and likewise of economic institutions and international finance, 

so that the concept of the family of nations can acquire real teeth,” Francis 
declares, citing a text from his predecessor, Pope Benedict XVI. 

“Needless to say, this calls for clear legal limits to avoid power being co-opted 

only by a few countries and to prevent cultural impositions or a restriction of the 

basic freedoms of weaker nations on the basis of ideological differences,” he 
writes. 

The work of the United Nations, the pope insists, “can be seen as the 

development and promotion of the rule of law, based on the realization that 

justice is an essential condition for achieving the ideal of universal fraternity.” 

“There is need to prevent this Organization from being delegitimized, since its 

problems and shortcomings are capable of being jointly addressed and resolved,” 
he adds. 
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“The seventy-five years since the establishment of the United Nations and the 

experience of the first twenty years of this millennium have shown that the full 

application of international norms proves truly effective, and that failure to 

comply with them is detrimental,” Francis states. 

The Charter of the United Nations is “an obligatory reference point of justice and 

a channel of peace,” he declares, and thus “there can be no room for disguising 

false intentions or placing the partisan interests of one country or group above the 

global common good.” 

Among the normative instruments for the peaceful resolution of controversies, 

“preference should be given to multilateral agreements between states, because, 

more than bilateral agreements, they guarantee the promotion of a truly universal 
common good and the protection of weaker states,” he declares. 

At the same time, Pope Francis notes certain “shortcomings” of the international 

community, including “its lack of coordination in complex situations, its lack of 

attention to fundamental human rights and to the critical needs of certain 
groups.”  

 

INDIA TO RESTRICT  FOREIGN  FINANCES TO                                 
NON-GOVT ORGANISATIONS. 

A dear Christian worker  in India has written to us, to bring before you a 

matter of great and urgent concern, and a matter to put before God through 
OUR collective prayer. The Indian parliament recently passed an FCRA 

(Foreign Contribution Regulation Act) bill as recently as September 29, 

2020 with very serious implications to every NGO sector throughout India. 

Organisations can no longer receive any Foreign Contribution (FC) even in 

to their designated registered accounts after the amendments. Christian 
organisation will be hit hard. 

There are many unanswered questions that we have as an NGO but we are 
being patient. As you may know Amnesty International just had to shut its 

main branch in India based on the govt. freezing its bank accounts. Ópen 

Doors, UK writes “Foreign Contribution Regulation Act a major blow to 

NGO’s”. It is hard to gauge the mood of this govt. but we ask that you to 

pray for INDIA and pray that clarifications and notifications come soon for 
the NGO sector through-out India.    
 

NEVERTHELESS, REJOICE … 

"for our citizenship is in heaven, from where we also eagerly wait for a Saviour,           
the Master, Y'shua the Anointed, 

who, by the power that enables Him to bring everything into subjection to Himself,     

will transform our lowly body so that it is conformed to His glorious body."          
(Philippians 3:20-21) 


